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Abstract: The flexibility of the MOOC service allows students to learn at their own time, place and pace, enhancing continuous communication and interaction among all participants in knowledge and community building. This model especially benefits people with disabilities, which can improve therefore their level of employability and social inclusion, reaching a better quality of life. Unfortunately the access to MOOC platforms present severe barriers: there is a lack of accessibility on the learning resources, the communicating tools and personalized user interfaces. All these issues add extra difficulties such as the need to develop specific digital or even social skills for students with functional diversity. In this context, MOOCs are leading a revolutionary computer and mobile-based scenario along with social technologies that will emerge new kinds of learning applications that enhance communication and collaboration processes. For that reason, this paper describes the need for designing an information model and related specifications to support a new strategy for delivering accessible MOOC courses to learners with special needs, in terms of their preferences and context of use based on a particular application profile. This user profile’s design is based on standard metadata schemas, data that provides information about other data, regarding the achievement of accessibility from content to user preferences.
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Introduction

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have made open education available to the public domain by offering a free window to the same courseware that students might experience at university and colleges. Higher Education institutions are shifting from closed educational platforms to new open learning environments, demonstrating that the evolution of open education on the internet is enabling thousands of people around the world to follow different educational initiatives. A basic characteristic of MOOC courses, independently of its type, is the high degree of interactivity that facilitates and reinforces the bidirectional communication between the students and the mediators. In MOOC courses the figure of the teacher changes, being less prominent in the traditional conception than it is in classroom training or even traditional eLearning. In open courses the role of the tutor is updated, more close to the idea of pedagogical mediation, playing the role of a content curator, a mediator, counsellor, or facilitator of the learning processes. Therefore, the academic figures inside the MOOCs act more like community managers. As the learning is not faculty-centered but student-centered, it requires a greater commitment from the student side into self-learning, deep research aptitude, and analysis, reflexive capacity along with a high component of personal autonomy.

Downes (2012; 2013) clearly differentiates between basic types of MOOC: cMOOCs and xMOOCs. The cMOOC (connectivist) are based on the principle of forming learning communities with very active users who contribute to re-factorizing the content and building knowledge collaboratively. Siemens (2012), one of the fathers of connectivism, bases his theory, in which learning takes place within a community of users, in which the students can use different digital platforms organized as personal learning environments that allows them to create blogs, wikis, tweets and share this knowledge by means of social networks to form new communities and build knowledge. Siemens insists that this type of course emphasizes creativity, personal autonomy and social learning in the community. While xMOOCs (extended) are based on already existing university courses and reflect a more traditional training focus (Morrison, 2013) in the transmission of information
by means of presentations recorded on video and in the carrying out of brief assigned exercises which are evaluated automatically by the platform itself. Thus the evaluation may be carried out through multi-choice examinations/tests or even peer-to-peer review. The methodology proposes that the huge thematic blocks should be divided into bite-sized pieces of learning, which are much easier to digest. Given that it is the student who must develop his/her own knowledge networks, it becomes compulsory for the student to become an active participant when looking for and creating appropriate learning content and being always able to learn something new. The teachers, consequently, instead of reducing their creative capacity to merely transmitting the knowledge, give each student the possibility of becoming co-creators of their own learning through being active participants in the process (Zapata-Ros, 2013).

However, the pedagogical and visual design of MOOCs, their information architecture, usability and interaction design could be having a negative impact on student engagement, retention and completion rates as it has been previously analyzed in adult learning (Tyler-Smith, 2006). The recent addition to this new open and online learning called MOOC, the creation of new educational forms (both from the instructional and technological point of view) can be used to refactor education delivery, also renewing inclusive education that can reach all citizens. Social inclusion can only be reached by embedding inclusive strategies, the importance of targeting and including vulnerable groups in MOOCs, such as people with disabilities is emphasized.

Information and communications technology (ICT) offers great possibilities for people with visual, auditory and mobility disabilities to improve their well-being, promoting their training and therefore their potential for entering the workforce (Palliser & Bonjoch, 2007; Vila, Pallisera & Fullan, 2007). There are numerous studies looking in depth into both the ease of and difficulties in accessing and using the different types of technology that they come up against, thus giving rise to significant limitations while using ICT (Koon & De la Vega, 2000) and the appearance of the concept of digital divide (Cullen, 2001). The difficulties especially focused on the use of computers and the Internet, rather than the user’s devices, which usually
are already adapted or personalized via its operating system tools and functionalities.

Integrating accessibility standards actively, through metadata (Neville, Cooper, Heath, Rothbergeine & Treviranus, 2005; Green, Jones, Pearson, & Gkatzidou, 2013), into both MOOCs courses and platforms would make them more accessible. Metadata standards could then be incorporated in two separate fields by:

- Incorporating preferences and context information into user’s profile definition.
- Adding metadata information to wrap up the educational resources.

The research presented in this article offers major opportunities of modelling user profiles with accessibility metadata standards being able to map the access to educational resources that best suit user’s preferences. The main objective of this work is to design a system for recommending MOOCs, being the ranked list of courses adapted to the user needs in order to achieve new professional competences and closed to the learner’s preferences.

The structure of the paper is as follows: first, a case study of accessibility in MOOCs is explained, then the different standards that applied are presented, followed by a brief design model for the recommender system and the metadata that would be necessary to integrate. Finally, main conclusions are established.

**Accessibility issues in MOOCS**

MOOC platforms are web based eLearning engines that provide mechanisms for scheduling academic curriculum, allowing synchronous and asynchronous communication between instructors and students and delivering various modes of assessment.

Most modern LCMS environments claim to achieve good levels of accessibility compliance (Martin et al., 2007), also MOOC platforms. In terms of interface
elements, logging in, logging out, navigating in courses and content, MOOC environments have like other LCMS multi layered structures across which users with special needs must be able to navigate by using WAI-ARIA specifications (2014). Managing content in MOOC platforms can include some easy tasks such as editing the names of items, deleting items or setting the sequence of items, but not all of the approaches are necessarily intuitive or quick to use. Old versions of LCMS management functionalities were more accessible in their intrinsic conception: simple drop-down lists or numbered field values being attached to each module or content item within a module and so on. Nowadays MOOC platforms have evolved to more media rich, graphically interactive web applications that greatly increase the interface complexity (Rodrigo & Iniesto, 2015).

Unfortunately, accessibility issues have been reported for years in regular LMS, and the same happens for MOOC platforms. Sanchez-Gordon and Luján-Mora (2013) made a review of five Coursera courses and authors found web accessibility problems in five courses, both regarding the content and navigating into the Coursera platform, limiting access to elderly students. Moreover, Al-mouh, Al-khalifa, and Al-khalifa (2014) did the evaluation of ten Coursera courses on different topics (technology, design, humanities, physics, etc.) aimed to be used by blind or partially sighted people, and none of the courses reached the minimum level of accessibility. Bohnsack and Puhl (2014) proceeded with the evaluation of the accessibility of five MOOC platforms (Udacity, Coursera, edX, OpenCourseWorld, and Iversity) for blind users, the experiment had to be stopped at the point at which an accessibility problem prevented the user from continuing without help. All platforms (except edX) had fatal accessibility problems in the initial stages of the interaction. Finally expert accessibility evaluations were carried out on UNED COMA, UAb iMOOC, COLMENIA and Miriada X platforms, all scored low results, indicating that there is scope for improvement in their accessibility (Iniesto, Rodrigo & Moreira Teixeira, 2014; Iniesto & Rodrigo, 2014a).

It is also important to consider that eLearning materials are often used with a specific technology which can make them less available to people who
have limited access capabilities or who are using nonstandard computer equipment. Problems regarding accessing the eLearning platform and also great difficulties for user interaction with learning resources have been reported (Iglesias, Moreno, Martínez & Calvo, 2011). Typically, eLearning environments have a variety of interactive components which do not always share a consistency of interface logic or managing interactive elements, such as posting in a forum, making up elements in tests or timed quizzes, embedded videos or a variety of document formats (Figure 1).

Probably one significant issue is precisely the real openness of the content (Jansen & Schuwer, 2015). Many MOOC providers nowadays allow login with Google, Facebook and other open ID providers, which currently have no metadata for users' abilities (Mirri, Salomoni & Prandi, 2011). An effective “open” eLearning environment should take into account each learner’s abilities, learning goals, where learning takes place, and which specific devices the learner uses letting user’s access the content directly.

Figure 1. Different MOOCs examples

Source: Prepared by the authors from Miriada X, Coursera, and Futurelearn.

In this context, it is strategic to describe learner’s preferences and user’s special needs by means of a specific profile. How the profile information interacts with the eLearning platform interface and the objects containers
can impact upon the learning experience of users with different capabilities, as it was reflected in the EU4ALL project (European Unified Approach for Accessible Lifelong Learning, 2010). With all these standards, learners can specify which kind of adapted and/or alternative resource they prefer or need. For instance, text may be preferred over visual resources, or audio might be preferred over text or images, etc. For creators of educational content, at the most basic level a standard metadata framework for learning resources means increased interoperability.

Therefore, the strategy presented here relays upon integrating some metadata application profiles, based on standard metadata schemas both for user profiling enrichment and also adding accessibility characteristics to MOOC learning content (as shown in figure 2).

Figure 2. Metadata standards to improve accessibility
Source: Prepared by the authors.
Learning profiling standards

Some standards have been defined to profile learner preferences and needs that will help the user to personalize devices and services for students with disabilities. Groups that have been really active in this work are IMS Global Learning Consortium and ISO.

IMS Learner Information Profile (IMS LIP) and IMS Learner Information Package Accessibility for LIP (ACCLIP).

The IMS Global Learning Consortium has developed a specification that attempts to address learner profiling, the IMS Learner Information Profile (IMS LIP, 2001), devoted to describe general learner characteristics, by defining a set of packages that can be used to import data into and extract data from an IMS compliant Learner Information server.

The IMS Learner Information Package Accessibility for LIP (ACCLIP, 2003) is that subset of IMS LIP which lets learners specify accessibility preferences and accommodations in terms of visual, aural or device. This profile provides a means of describing how learners interact with an eLearning environment, by focusing on accessibility requirements, therefore the user’s set of preferences can be exploited according to the different contexts of use of the eLearning environment, customizing the visualization of the learning contents, selecting the preferred input or output device, etc. In 2009, a new version of ACCLIP was released, called “Access-For-All Personal Needs and Preferences for Digital Delivery”.

Accessibility user preferences in the IMS standards can be grouped as follows:

- **Display information**: this set describes the user preferences to have information displayed or presented. For example, it is possible to define preferences related to text (fonts and colors), video (resolution), mouse (pointer, motion), etc.

- **Control information**: this set defines the user preferences to control the device: keyboard (virtual), zoom preferences, voice recognition.
• **Content information**: this set defines the user preferences to visualize learning content.

• **Privacy and data protection information**: each ACCLIP element has meta-data sub-elements related to this information. The privacy and the data integrity is considered very important, since the exchanged information can be closely related to the user’s disabilities.

*ISO/IEC 24751:2008 accessibility standard (Part 2)*

While the IMS standard is focused on defining content characteristics, ISO specifies the senses through which content is accessed. The second part of the ISO/IEC 24751:2008 accessibility standards (Information technology: Individualized adaptability and accessibility in eLearning, education, and training-Part 2: “Access for all” personal needs and preferences for digital delivery, 2008) is devoted to describing the learners’ Personal Needs and Preferences (ISO PNP).

*IMS Access for All (AfA) Personal Needs and Preferences (PNP) 3.0*

According to the standards, learners can explicitly declare only one alternative access mode for each form of learning resource and it does not allow a change: for example, a blind user might prefer audio description but if such alternatives are absent, he/she cannot choose a text description instead. Therefore a new standard IMS Access for All (AfA) Personal Needs and Preferences (PNP, 2012) 3.0 has recently been developed, aiming to solve this type of problems and letting the learner specify multiple adaptation requests for each existing Access Mode. Still, IMS AfA PNP has some restrictions while choosing the size or quality of video and audio resources.

For instance, it is not possible to request a lower version of a video clip or audio file to be adapted to the user’s device. Therefore, a specific quality profile for learning resources would be desirable as well as clarification rules to better describe the list of alternative recommendations.
Learning resources standards

At the time of using the Internet as a mean of communication to publish multimedia content in audio-visual format, it is necessary to take different aspects into account:

- **Technological**: the user agents that must make possible access the information, the technology to develop and edit the resources, authoring tools to facilitate the production of accessible materials or the adaptation of those already produced.

- **Adapted Devices**: when a user accesses a resource available on the Internet, it can be accessed directly or a device would have to be used specifically: screen reader, specialized mouse, virtual keyboard, magnifying glass, etc.

- **Existing Inclusive Methodologies and Educational Standards**: here the XML markup languages have to be mentioned, together with the use of metadata that provides the adaptability of the content according to the user profile.

**IMS Access-For-All Metadata (ACCMD)**

In order to improve the accessibility of eLearning content, the Access-For-All Metadata (ACCMD) specification was developed by IMS in 2004. It describes learning content by identifying which types of resource are available in a Learning Object, which can be used to present the same content to a given learner, but by means of different media. Metadata can then be used to describe the types and the relationships between an original resource and its available adapted formats. Interpreting user profiles for choosing the appropriate content, ACCMD metadata can be exploited to describe textual alternatives that are available for images, audio descriptions for videos, transcripts or captioning for audio tracks, visual alternatives for text, and a variety of other potential alternative formats matching user’s preferences. Based on ACCMD, these appropriate alternative media resources can be retrieved and presented to the user. A visually-impaired learner, for instance, viewing a video that had entered an ACCLIP profile previously, will
automatically receive that video with audio descriptions, while a hearing-impaired learner will receive the same video but with captioning included in the presentation.

ACCMD and ACCLIP have been incorporated at the ISO/IEC Standard 24751 “Individualized Adaptability and Accessibility in e-Learning, Education and Training”.


Furthermore, the third part of the ISO/IEC 24751:2008 accessibility standards (Information technology-Individualized adaptability and accessibility in eLearning, Education and training-Part 3: “Access-for-all” digital resource description, 2009) is devoted to describing the resources which make up an eLearning content (ISO DRD), with an approach which is similar to the IMS ACCMD, both standards having the same aim: providing information on alternatives to original resources. Then, any resource presented in an e-learning content can be identified as having an original form and one or more adapted forms, depending on its media type.

IMS Access for All (AfA) Digital Resource Description (DRD) 3.0

A limitation to these standards arises whenever eLearning content authors want to provide alternatives both to the whole original content and to each single part that makes up the entire resource (images included in a document, formatted texts, etc.).

According to these standards, it is neither possible to declare those pieces of formatted text as original resources if they are not in separated files, nor can a subset of adapted resources be declared as an alternative to a single resource. For example, a sequence of audio files cannot be identified as a single auditory resource, a video with sign language cannot be defined as an alternative to it, and a sequence of images cannot be declared as an alternative to a video.

The IMS Access for All (AfA) Digital Resource Description (DRD) 3.0 aims to solve these problems by radically changing the point of view: now it is possible to declare one or more access modes for each resource, define
existing accessible adaptations and whether they come from the specific original resource.

**IMS Accessibility Metadata Project**

The Accessibility Metadata Project (AMP, 2014) is a metadata subset that emerged with the idea to define a set of accessibility metadata to enable the search and discovery of Web resources that would suit user’s needs and preferences. It tries to find a solution to the lack of properties to identify the accessible nature of resources being useful to define semantics that describes resources in ways that will facilitate their discovery by suitability.

Is a subset of the standard IMS Access for All Digital Resource Description focused in matching of the characteristics of resources where they might not be suitable for all types of users.

The Accessibility Metadata Project has developed a common metadata framework for describing or “tagging” the accessibility attributes and alternatives on the web, with the contribution of Benetech Corporation, IMS Global’s Access for All and the Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI) groups and funding from the Gates Foundation. Once a critical mass of content has been tagged to a universal framework, it becomes much easier to parse and filter that content, opening up tremendous possibilities for search and delivery, as well as easily discovery of other accessible adaptations. The Accessibility Metadata Project is the byproduct of LRMI initiative and the accessibility working group within IMS Global, called Access for All that has been working on a framework for specifying both digital resource information and personal preferences. This accessibility metadata project brought a subset of the most important attributes of Access for All into a proposal for broad adoption within the schema.org framework, called A11Y Metadata proposal, with the hope that this will enable rapid adoption. Incorporated into Schema.org can become the de facto standard for tagging accessibility information for educational resources and other content on the web.
Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI)

Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI) is an initiative promoted by the Association of Educational Publishers (AEP) and Creative Commons that has worked to facilitate to publish, discover, and deliver educational resources on the web, having developed a common metadata framework for describing learning resources. It is focused to benefit: search engines so they can return richer results, educators and learners to discover learning materials pertinent to their immediate learning situation.

Aside from improved search, the LRMI also has the potential to:

- Facilitate personalized learning—the right content at the right time
- Decrease production costs through industry standardization
- Address demands of states for standardized description of learning resources.

LRMI, which has been adopted into schema.org, had considered accessibility metadata as part of their charter, increasing the scope of their effort to be even more ambitious.

Adaptive model for delivering accessible MOOC services

The objective of a model for delivering accessible MOOC services is supported by the functional diversity scenario illustrated by Rodriguez-Ascaso and Boticario (2015), in the development of accessible services a reference is the previously mentioned EU4ALL project to be used ideally in any eLearning platform (Boticario et al., 2012), in modelling MOOCs for accessibility purposes Sanchez-Gordon and Luján-Mora (2015) propose a three-layer architecture to extend the MOOCs platform Open edX to enhance course content accessibility for users with disabilities. Finally Salomoni, Mirri, Ferretti and Roccetti (2007) strongly encourage the use of accessibility standards to profile learners in their practical approach.

Adaptive model architecture
The model of educational services we propose is useful for people with special needs to find MOOCs courses whose platforms and content are as accessible as possible taking into account users’ disabilities. The recommender system has to establish a relationship within the level of accessibility required and take into account the assistive technologies more commonly used by the user, having the following characteristics:

- The ability to help these vulnerable users to find the MOOCs courses that are more accessible regarding their disability.
- Requires accessibility analysis of both: the MOOC platform and the educational content.
- Offers personalization of the app: GUI adaptation to each assistive technology.
- Adjustment of the rated list of recommended MOOCs that best fit accessibility requirements.

The system will have the following distinguishable parts where we have focused the work (Figure 3):

- Enriched user profile. User’s device personalization: the preferences or needed assistive technologies and the technical needs regarding user’s functional diversity.
- Accessible MOOCs. Accessibility evaluation on MOOC platforms and their educational resources, offering an automated recommendation list adapted to the user’s functional diversity to be used in the user’s profile.

In the Development of an accessibility evaluation of MOOC platforms and courses to achieve a map of accessible MOOCs versus functional diversities, we have taken into account the level of accessibility involving, therefore, an assessment of the web content of MOOCs courses and the educational resources by themselves. Automatic tools and user experience are used for this task of accessibility assessment so we can get a holistic evaluation methodology. This methodology has previously been explained and tested in
published works by the authors (Iniesto et al., 2014; Iniesto & Rodrigo, 2014a; Iniesto & Rodrigo, 2014b).

**Figure 3. MOOCs recommender system characteristics.**

*Source: Prepared by the authors.*

- Evaluation through automatic accessibility tools:
  - WCAG Accessibility Validation
  - Disability Simulators
- Usability and User Experience (UX)
  - Testing Tools
- User evaluation
  - Educational content evaluation.

**Enriched user profile**

To define and model the user profile we focus on the most recent and most comprehensive IMS standards relatives to Access for All (AfA) and its aspects
PNP and DRD, as it has been done for example in the METALL project, because they allow us to define collections rather than a single value for each case (multiplicity) (Centelles Velilla, Vázquez Guzmán, Ribera & Pérez Pineda, 2014).

This is a preliminary study, in the future may be interesting to introduce other standards such as AMP or LRMI that could complement the functionality offered in this first selection. Below are detailed the selected metadata to model the learning and educational profiling, the criteria has been to select those that define the access mode requested by the user, the type of accommodation needed, those which deal with information about the educational resource and finally those related to language. The selection takes into account the approach used in the design of the recommender system (Figure 4).

- **Access Mode.** Access mode the user seeks either an adapted or an original resource as a replacement for a different access mode.

- **Accommodation type.** Nature or genre of the adaptation required as a replacement for a specific access mode.

- **Educational resources.** A preference for a resource that is simplified or enriched relative to another resource that presents the same intellectual content.

- **Language.** Language of the intellectual content of the resource or the interface.

*Figure 4. Learning and educational profiling*

*Source: Prepared by the authors.*
We have chosen nine from twelve elements that have to do with the educational aspects of the profile and thirteen from nineteen elements relating to the educational aspects of the resource as shown in figure 5, the detailed metadata description can be reviewed in the appendix.

Figure 5. Access for All (AfA PNP and DRD) user profile and preferences

Source: Prepared by the authors.

Depending on the limitation the user might have, providing the information from the user and the resource the system can select the proper adaptation required (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Adapting the resources depending on user’s limitation

Source: Prepared by the authors, image from ECO eLearning project.
Conclusions

How eLearning systems are designed, how their interfaces function, how communication is handled, how assessments take place and what form the learning content takes, all impact on the accessibility of these systems by students with disabilities. In MOOCs, the learning activities used had been originally designed neither for specific MOOC platforms nor for a specific learning scenario. Therefore, educational resources that are being delivered present some problems for certain target groups, such as people with special needs. As a result, the level of usability and accessibility of these resources is often lower than desired. This is a clear setback if they are to be used at a greater scale for inclusive learning.

MOOC platforms should be compliant with accessibility standards, not only related to the Web interface, it is important in an eLearning environment like MOOCs take into account learner’s abilities and learning goals. It is necessary to describe learner’s preferences and needs by means of a profile and how this profile interacts with the eLearning platform interface and the learning resources. Access for All (AfA) in its aspects PNP and DRD standards offer the possibility to learners so they can specify which kind of adapted and/or alternative resource they prefer or need. We should not forget that most of these standards are devoted to technical accessibility aspects of learning materials while less attention is given to the cognitive and didactical issues (Catarci, De Giovanni, Gabrielli, Kimani & Mirabella, 2008).

In designing the recommender system the following steps are to refine the user profile modelling to finally be crossed with a vector of accessibility features from the different MOOC courses, therefore continuing to develop a holistic approach.
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Appendix. Detailed metadata

Metadata related with educational aspects of the profile:

- **AccessModeRequired**, access mode the user seeks either an adapted or an original resource as a replacement for a different access mode, it is allowed using the attribute "existingAccessMode" that defines the existing access, for example "visual" and by "adaptationRequest" attribute indicating the access mode the user prefers, for example "textual".

- **AdaptationTypeRequired**, nature or genre of the adaptation required as a replacement for a specific access mode, has the same attributes to allow access being equally "visual" the example to an access mode
and an adaptation type that the user prefers could be for example "audio description".

- **AtInteroperable**, denotes that the user does not require assistive technologies support, in compliance with WCAG 2.0.

- **EducationalComplexityOfAdaptation**, a preference for a resource that is simplified or enriched relative to another resource that presents the same intellectual content.

- **HazardAvoidance**, resources having such a characteristic should not be delivered to a user with this preference, for example "flashing visuals".

- **InputRequirements**, single input system that is sufficient to control a resource, for example if we want resources that are fully usable with a keyboard.

- **LanguageOfAdaptation**, preference for the language of the adaptation for the educational resources.

- **LanguageOfInterface**, preference for the language of the user interface.

- **AdaptationDetailRequired**, detail of one or more required adaptation types, it also contains "existingAccessMode”, could be "auditory”, and allows using "adaptationRequest" to express the alternative desired if exist, for example "verbatim".

Metadata relating to the educational aspects of the resource:

- **AccessMode** access mode through which the intellectual content of a described resource or adaptation is communicated, for example "visually”.

- **AccessModeAdapted**, access mode of the intellectual content of the resource that is being adapted, for example "visual".
• **AccessModeOrnamental**, ornamental content of the described resource or adaptation is communicated

• **AdaptationDetail**, fine detail of one or more adaptation type values, for example if the object is recorded with human voice instead of synthesized speech.

• **AdaptationMediaType**, identifies the media type of the described resource.

• **AdaptationType**, nature or genre of the adaptation, for example “alternative Text”

• **ApiInteroperable**, indicates that the resource is compatible with the referenced accessibility API, for example “ARIAv1”.

• **AtInteroperable**, the resource is compatible with assistive technologies, in compliance with WCAG 2.0.

• **ControlFlexibility**, identifies a single input method that is sufficient to control the described resource, could be as an example fully usable with keyboard control.

• **DisplayTransformability**, identifies a characteristic of display of the described resource that can be programmatically modified, if it permits its font size to be adjusted on user request can be an example.

• **EducationalComplexityOfAdaptation**, identifies if the resource is simplified or enriched relative to another resource that presents the same intellectual content.

• **Hazard**, a characteristic of the described resource that must not be delivered to some users, for example “flashing”.

• **LanguageOfAdaptation**, language of the intellectual content of the resource.
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